
2022 Team Formation Test 

Task Overview

ID Name Time Limit Memory Limit Subtasks

T221 Song List 1.000 s 256 MB 5 + 11 + 19 + 27 + 38

T222 Wormhole 1.000 s 256 MB 12 + 9 + 12 + 16 + 24 + 27

T223 Skills 1.000 s 256 MB 7 + 13 + 12 + 19 + 21 + 28

T224 Paint the Ceiling Output-Only Task

Notice: 
Unless otherwise speci�ed, inputs and outputs shall follow the format below: 

One space between a number and another number or character in the same line.
No space between characters in the same line.
Each string shall be placed in its own separate line.
Outputs will be automatically �xed as follows: Trailing spaces in each line will be removed and an end-of-line character
will be added to the end of the output if not present. All other format errors will not be �xed.

C++ programmers should be aware that using C++ streams ( cin  / cout ) may lead to I/O bottlenecks and substantially lower
performance.

For some problems 64-bit integers may be required. In Pascal it is int64 . In C/C++ it is long long  and its token for 
scanf / printf  is %lld .

All tasks are divided into subtasks. You need to pass all test cases in a subtask to get points.
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Time Limit: 1.000 s / Memory Limit: 256 MBT221 - SONG LIST
Bob loves listening to music so much that there are 1018 songs in his song list! Of course, his songs are of di�erent genres so
he won't easily get bored. More precisely, there are exactly 9 genres in the list. For the sake of simplicity, let's denote them as
genre 1, 2, … , 9.

Interestingly, Bob arranges his songs such that the genre of the ith song is the leading digit of i. For example, the genre of the
101st song is 1 and that of the 5th song is 5.

After studying intensely for a year, the long-awaited "summer" holiday �nally comes. Sadly, Bob can't go out even in the
holiday, so he decides to do nothing except listening to music.

To relieve his sadness of being stuck at home, Bob wants to listen to exactly Ak (1 ≤ k ≤ 9) songs of genre k. Since he �nds it
annoying to keep switching to other songs, Bob wants to �nd a continuous segment of his song list that ful�lls the
requirements, so he won't need to skip or jump to any songs.

More formally, he wants to choose two integers l and r (1 ≤ l ≤ r ≤ 1018) and play all the songs between the lth and rth

songs (inclusive).

Bob is too tired to �nd such a pair of l and r. He knows that you are good with numbers, so he asks you to help him.

IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
You should implement the following procedure:

pair<int64, int64> find_segment(int64[] A)

A: an array of size 9. The kth element of the array (i.e. A[k − 1]) is Ak.
This procedure should return a pair of integers (l, r). If there are multiple pairs that satisfy the requirements, return
any of them. If there is no a such pair that satis�es the requirements, return (−1, −1).

EXAMPLE
Consider the following call:

find_segment([10, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0])

A possible solution would be l = 10, r = 19. In this case, the procedure should return (10, 19).

SAMPLE GRADER
The sample grader reads the input from the only line that contains 9 integers, where the kth integer is Ak.

The sample grader outputs l and r on the same line, separated by one space.
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SAMPLE TESTS

Input Output

1 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 19 

2 10 2 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 4 21

3 0 0 4 2 0 3 1 9 2 -1 -1 

SUBTASKS
For all cases:  
De�ne S as the sum of Ak(1 ≤ k ≤ 9).  
Ak ≥ 0  
1 ≤ S ≤ 1016

Points Constraints

1 5 Exactly one of the Ak(1 ≤ k ≤ 9) is positive.

2 11 Exactly two of the Ak(1 ≤ k ≤ 9) are positive.

3 19 1 ≤ S ≤ 100

4 27 1 ≤ S ≤ 106

5 38 No additional constraints
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Time Limit: 1.000 s / Memory Limit: 256 MB

Figure 4: Travelling to another universe through a
wormhole (Source: thesun.co.uk)

T222 - WORMHOLE
Finally, the cinemas are reopened! Yesterday immediately after class, Steven went to watch Professor Peculiar into the Parallel
Universe of Psychedelics. (SPOILER: Tony Leung is not in the cast.) In the movie, Professor Peculiar used his mystic arts and
spells to travel across universes and try to save the world.

Back at his home, Steven picked up his violin bow, tried to mimic the moves in the movie. “A swish and �ick.” Nothing
happened, obviously.

“The Parallel Universe is a concept about which we know frighteningly little." Steven texts you this morning while you are on
the way to the Team Formation Test, asks if you can give him some insights. It can be hard to picture in your mind the fourth
dimension or even higher dimensions, so he explains the Parallel Universe in a one-dimensional analogy as follows:

Think of the Parallel Universe as a 1 × N  celled paper strip, where each of the N cells represents a universe, numbered from 0
to (N − 1) from left to right. Initially the strip is �at and horizontal, and natural boundaries exist between neighbouring
universes. Professor Peculiar is not powerful enough to break those natural boundaries and travel horizontally to neighbouring
universes yet, but he has mastered the skills to fold the paper strip and travel vertically across universes that were initially very
far apart.

There are some rules you have to follow when folding the Parallel Universe. To begin with, in the �rst fold, you can only fold
the paper strip in half, and you can only fold the paper strip when N , the length of the paper strip, is even. (Otherwise if N is
odd, you will be folding at the middle universe and tamper with the stability within that universe.) You can freely choose to
fold either UP ( U ) or DOWN ( D ), after which Universe (N − 1) will be above or below Universe 0 respectively.

After the �rst fold, the paper strip becomes layered, and the length of every layer is halved. The rules for the second and
subsequent folds are the same as those for the �rst fold, with an additional constraint that you must fold ALL the layers at the
same time. In folding this layered paper strip, you can only fold it in half, only fold it when the length of every layer is even,
and you can fold it in either direction UP ( U ) or DOWN ( D ). Or, you can choose NOT to conduct further folds if you can
already travel to your desired universe. Figures 1-3 show one folding example of N = 4.

 
Figure 1: Initial state for N = 4

Figure 2: State after folding U

Figure 3: State after folding UD

Once Professor Peculiar �nishes folding the Parallel Universe, he can use
spells to create wormholes (or Einstein–Rosen bridges) between
vertically adjacent universes (e.g. in Figure 3: Universes 3 and 0, 0 and 1,
1 and 2), then travel freely across universes through his wormholes. In
other words, he can travel from Universe A to Universe B if and only if
these two universes are vertically aligned after some folding.

Steven hoped Professor Peculiar could be more powerful in the sequel,
but this is the best Professor Peculiar can currently do. What Professor
Peculiar can determine though is how to fold the Parallel Universe, which
a�ects the number of wormholes to be used. Given a starting universe A
and a destination universe B, can you help Professor Peculiar compute
the minimum number of wormholes he needs to create in order to travel
from A to B and design a corresponding optimal folding sequence that
achieves the minimum number of wormholes, or determine if it is
impossible to travel from A to B?
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IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS AND SCORING
You will be asked to process Q queries. The Q queries are independent, meaning that each query starts with the initial state of
a �at Parallel Universe and no wormholes, and folds in each query can be di�erent.

You should implement the following procedures:

void init(int64 N)

N : number of universes
This procedure is called exactly once, before any calls to wormhole .

pair<int64, string> wormhole(int64 A, int64 B)

A, B: indices of the starting and destination universe
This procedure is called exactly Q times.
This procedure should return a pair of results (K, S):

If it is possible to travel from Universe A to Universe B, K should be the minimum number of wormholes
needed, and S should be the corresponding optimal folding sequence.

If there are multiple optimal folding sequences of any length, S can be any of them.
If the optimal folding sequence is to not fold, S should be Nil .
You score 100% if you return the correct minimum number of wormholes needed and the correct
optimal folding sequence; otherwise
You score 80% if you return the correct minimum number of wormholes needed and any valid folding
sequence that makes travelling from A to B possible; otherwise
You score 0.

If it is impossible to travel from Universe A to Universe B, K should be −1 and S should be Impossible .

Your score for each test case is the minimum score of all queries in the test case. Your score for each subtask is the minimum
score of all test cases in the subtask, multiplied by the point value of the subtask.

EXAMPLE
Consider the following call:

init(4)

Let's say the grader calls wormhole(1, 1) .

You score 100% if the call returns (0, Nil ).
You score 100% if the call returns (0, UD ).

Let's say the grader calls wormhole(0, 3) .

You score 100% if the call returns (1, U ).
You score 100% if the call returns (1, UD ).

Let's say the grader calls wormhole(0, 2) .

You score 100% if the call returns (2, UD ).
You score 100% if the call returns (2, UU ).
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Let's say the grader calls wormhole(0, 1) .

You score 100% if the call returns (1, UD ).
You score 80% if the call returns (1, UU ).

We can see that UD  (as illustrated in Figure 3) is an optimal folding sequence in all the above four wormhole  calls.

SAMPLE GRADER
The sample grader reads the input in the following format:

Line 1: N Q.
Line 1 + i (1 ≤ i ≤ Q): A B for the i-th call to wormhole .

The sample grader prints your answer in the following format:

Line i (1 ≤ i ≤ Q): K S for the i-th call to wormhole , separated by one space.

SAMPLE TESTS

Input Output

1 4 4 
1 1 
0 3 
0 2 
0 1 

0 Nil 
1 U 
2 UD
1 UD

2 3 1 
0 2 

-1 Impossible 

SUBTASKS
For all cases:  
2 ≤ N ≤ 1018 
1 ≤ Q ≤ 105 
0 ≤ Ai, Bi ≤ N − 1

Points Constraints

1 12 N ≤ 512 
N is a power of 2

2 9 N ≤ 1000

3 12 N ≤ 5000

4 16 N ≤ 106

5 24 N ≤ 5 × 107

6 27 No additional constraints
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Time Limit: 1.000 s / Memory Limit: 256 MBT223 - SKILLS
It has been one year since Alice and Bob became a couple. This year, Bob makes another �ghter game as a Valentine's Day gift
for Alice.

One major feature of this new �ghter game is that the player can learn di�erent skills to �ght against the monsters. There are 
N skills in total, numbered from 0 to N − 1. Skill i has a level of Li. Bob designed the skill system as follows:

Normally, learning Skill i consumes Ai skill points. But if the player has previously learnt a skill which has a higher level than
Skill i, Skill i will consumes only Bi skill points to learn, where Bi ≤ Ai. Formally, if a player learns K skills in order
(represented by a sequence p1, p2, … , pK), the xth skill (1 ≤ x ≤ K) can be learnt with Bpx

 skill points if there exists a 
y < x such that Lpx

< Lpy
. The number of remaining skill points cannot go below 0 at any time.

Initially, Bob provides S skill points for Alice to learn any skills she likes. Alice would like to learn as many skills as possible, so
that she can enjoy as many skill animations as possible when playing the game. What is the maximum number of skills she can
learn?

IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
You should implement the following procedure:

int skill(int N, int64 S, int L[], int A[], int B[])

N : the number of skills.
S: the amount of skill points.
L: an array of length N . The ith element of the array is Li.
A: an array of length N . The ith element of the array is Ai.
B: an array of length N . The ith element of the array is Bi.

This procedure should return an integer, the maximum number of skills that Alice can learn.

EXAMPLE
Consider the following call:

skill(6, 18, [1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 3], [8, 7, 6, 9, 10, 11], [2, 3, 5, 2, 8, 1])

The procedure should return 4.

SAMPLE GRADER
The sample grader reads the input in the following format:

line 1: N S
line 2: L0 L1 … LN−1

line 3: A0 A1 … AN−1

line 4: B0 B1 … BN−1

The sample grader prints the output in the following format:

line 1: the return value of skill
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SAMPLE TESTS

Input Output

1 6 18
1 1 1 2 2 3 
8 7 6 9 10 11 
2 3 5 2 8 1 

4 

The maximum number of skill learnt can be achieved by learning skill 5, 3, 1, 0 in order. 
The skill points required is 11 + 2 + 3 + 2 = 18.

2 7 38
1 1 1 2 2 3 4 
4 6 8 9 20 22 33
2 3 4 8 18 1 5

5 

The maximum number of skill learnt can be achieved by learning skill 4, 0, 1, 2, 3 in order. 
The skill points required is 20 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 9 = 38.

3 6 11
2 4 6 8 10 12 
2 4 6 8 10 12 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

3 

The maximum number of skill learnt can be achieved by learning skill 2, 1, 0 in order. 
The skill points required is 6 + 2 + 1 = 9. 
Another possible way that achieved maximum number of learnt is learning skill 3, 1, 0 in order. 
The skill points required is 8 + 2 + 1 = 11. 

SUBTASKS
For all cases:  
1 ≤ N ≤ 105 
1 ≤ S ≤ 1018 
1 ≤ Li, Ai, Bi ≤ 109 
Bi ≤ Ai

Points Constraints

1 7 1 ≤ N ≤ 1000

2 13 1 ≤ N ≤ 5000

3 12 Li are distinct 
Li = Ai 
Bi ≤ Bj if Li < Lj

4 19 Li = Ai 
Bi ≤ Bj if Li < Lj

5 21 Li are distinct

6 28 No additional constraints
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Time Limit: 15.000 s / Memory Limit: 256 MBT224 - PAINT THE CEILING
Last year, you were trained to paint the �oor and the walls. One year later, your skills have improved and now you are hired to
paint the ceiling of Alice's home. Painting the ceiling is a much harder task as it requires you to climb up the ladders to reach
the ceiling.

Alice is going to provide you the design she wanted. The ceiling can be represented by an N × M grid. The rows are
numbered 1 to N from top to bottom and the columns are numbered 1 to M from left to right. For each cell, the colour
desired could be an alphanumeric character A-Za-z0-9  or the character .  which means that the cell should be left unpainted.
The whole ceiling is initially unpainted.

To produce the design, you are going to paint the ceiling in at most K rounds (in order). In the ith round, you can choose a
rectangular region speci�ed by the top-left cell (ri, ci) and bottom-right cell (rri, cci) and a colour ai. The entire rectangular
region will be painted with the colour ai. Cells that were previously painted will be over-painted by the new colour.

Alice reassured you that the requested design was made using MS Paint and she used the rectangle tool exactly K times.
However, MS Paint does not save the image in layers. Alice's home has 10 rooms and therefore she has 10 ceiling designs. Can
you recreate the designs as similarly as possible?

INPUT
The �rst line of the input contains three integers N , M and K.

The N × M grid follows. Each character can be one of A-Za-z0-9  which represents a painted colour or .  for an unpainted
cell.

OUTPUT
On the �rst line output a single integer k, the number of painting rounds you would like to perform. (1 ≤ k ≤ K)

The ith of the next k lines should contain four integers ri, ci, rri, cci and one character ai, separated by exactly one space.

1 ≤ ri ≤ rri ≤ N , 1 ≤ ci ≤ cci ≤ M . ai must be one of A-Za-z0-9 .

SCORING
This is an output-only task. There are 10 cases. Each case carries 10 points. 
Let p be the percentage of cells for which your recreation has the same color as Alice's requested design. 
The percentage score you will receive for the test case will be 100 × (1 − √1 − p2)%.

Output-Only Task Information

This is an output-only task. Please place all the output �les in the root of a zip �le. Do not place them in a subfolder.

Windows/*nix line endings will be corrected automatically. Maximum size of the zip �le is 224 bytes (16MB).

Output �lename requirements: ceiling1.out  ceiling2.out  ceiling3.out  ceiling4.out  ceiling5.out

ceiling6.out  ceiling7.out  ceiling8.out  ceiling9.out  ceiling10.out
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SAMPLE TESTS

Input Output

1 4 8 3 
....AA..
.AbbbA..
.AAAAA..
........

3 
2 2 3 6 A 
1 5 3 6 A 
2 3 2 5 b 

This output will score 100%.

2 4 8 3 
....AA..
.AbbbA..
.AAAAA..
........

3 
1 5 1 6 A 
2 3 2 5 b 
3 2 3 6 A 

p = 30/32 = 93.75% 

1 − √1 − 0.93752 ≈ 65.201%

3 4 8 3 
....AA..
.AbbbA..
.AAAAA..
........

2 
1 2 3 6 A 
2 3 2 5 b 

p = 29/32 = 90.625% 

1 − √1 − 0.906252 ≈ 57.726%

TEST CASE OVERVIEW

Case Input Output N M K

1 ceiling1.in ceiling1.out 40 71 13

2 ceiling2.in ceiling2.out 56 32 691

3 ceiling3.in ceiling3.out 1 53 21

4 ceiling4.in ceiling4.out 1 204 62

5 ceiling5.in ceiling5.out 1 4995 1387

6 ceiling6.in ceiling6.out 25 96 1000

7 ceiling7.in ceiling7.out 397 397 7213

8 ceiling8.in ceiling8.out 5000 4998 50000

9 ceiling9.in ceiling9.out 1099 1099 50000

10 ceiling10.in ceiling10.out 3000 3000 50000
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